
 
 

HAIR ! HAIR ! HAIR ! 
Ox-Bow School of Art 

June 4 - 17, 2017 
 
Instructors: HAIR CLUB (Suzanne Gold, Kelly Lloyd, Michal Lynn Shumate) 
 
Course Description:  
This interdisciplinary studio/seminar, led by the collective HAIR CLUB, explores hair as a lens 
through which to examine a diverse array of contemporary issues, events and experiences. The first 
week will focus on hair as cultural content with lectures, readings, and discussions around how hair 
carries expressions of power into gender, politics, and consumerism. The second week will delve into 
hair as material subject in writing, fashion and visual culture. Through these generative discussions, 
students will create responses that can take any form of the students' choosing, as book or anthology, 
as object or garment, as narrative sequence in two dimension or as performance in space and time. 
HAIR CLUB is committed to outward facing-research and collaboration and will invite participation 
from the wider Ox-Bow hair community. 

 
 Course Objectives:  
It is important to us to approach hair in a manner that is actively intersectional. Our conversations 
will be founded in an interdisciplinary methodology, aiming for an inquiry that is expansive, 
generous, and non-exhaustive. Because hair is heavily coded in gender and race terms, one of our 
objectives is to deconstruct this and look at the subsequent performances of identity through an 
actively feminist and anti-racist lens.  

  
 Course Materials: 
Bring some hair (whatever that means to you), as well as additional tools and materials that will allow 
you to continue working within your own practice. Materials for workshops will be supplied: paper 
for book structures demo, embroidery thread and muslin, bookmaking glue, paper for students who 
are collaborating or embarking on making their own books for this class, stapler, bookbinding 
thread, beeswax (SG will provide), linoleum and carving tools. 

 
  



Course Calendar 
Subject to change 

*Readings will be provided in a course packet on the first day of class.  
  

DAY DATE MORNING AFTERNOON READINGS 

SUN June 4   

Introduce syllabus 
and projects for 
each week 

  

WEEK 1 

MON June 5 
Lecture: (HC) State of the 
Field  

  
Screening: Good 
Hair 

Hugo, Victor. “Chapter X: Result of 
Success,” Les Miserables; Smith, 
Stacey Vanek, “Hi-top fade haircut: 
It’s all business,” Marketplace (June 
25, 2013).  

TUES June 6 

Historic Hair 
Lecture: (MLS) 2D Hair 
Demo: Book Structures 

 
 
Worktime 

Book of Hair, ATG, Remnants 

WED June 7 

Hair in Pop Culture 
Lecture: (KL)Election Hair 
Demo: Appropriation 

 
 
 
 
 
Worktime 

Bruni, Frank, “The Citrusy Mystery 
of Trump’s Hair,” The New York 
Times (July 16, 2016); Rubin, Julia, 
“Why Everyone on TV Has the 
Same Hair,” Racked (March 11, 
2016). 

THUR June 8 

Long Hair 
Lecture: (SG) Hair in 
Literature 
Demo: Freewriting 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Worktime 

Anne Sexton, “The letting down of 
the hair”; Eileen Myles, excerpts 
from Inferno (a poet's novel); 
Natalia Rachel Singer, 
“Honeycomb”; Jessica Jacobs, 
"There ain't nothing like Breck for 
Stop n' Stare Hair"; Louis Sachar, 
“Pigtails” 
 

FRI June 9 

Hair and Sexuality 
Lecture: (MLS) Wet Hair  
Demo: Hand Stitching, 
Embroidery  

Demo: Tegan 
Brace- Hair Pieces 
 

Milliken, “Sirens and Mermaids” in 
Ambiguous Locks 



*Hair Piece 
Party!* 

Sat. June 10 

Hair and Gender 
Performance 
Lecture: (KL) Body Hair 

Demo: (HC) 
Merkin Making  

Excerpts from Plucked, History of 
Pubic Hair 

WEEK 2 

SUN June 11 
Sacred Hair 
Lecture: (SG) Sacred Hair 

Lecture: (SG) 
Working from the 
body, the impact of 
non-fiction 
 
Worktime 

 

MON June 12 

Natural Hair 
Lecture: (KL) Race and 
Hair 
Lecture: (MLS) Curly Hair 

 
 
 
 
 
Worktime 

Robinson, Phoebe, “A Brief History 
of Black Hair in Film, TV, Music, 
and Media,” You Can’t Touch My 
Hair: And Other Things I still Have 
to Explain, p. 27-52. 

TUES June 13 
Hair in Art 
Lecture: (HC) Hair in Art 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Worktime 

Rosenberg, Karen, “Raising 
Consciousness Beyond the Beaded 
Curtains,” The New York Times 
(Nov. 16, 2007); Cotter, Holland, 
“David Hammons Is Still Messing 
With What Art Means,” The New 
York Times (March 24, 2016).  

WED June 14 
Hair in Art 
Lecture: (HC) Hair in Film 

Screening: 
Orlando 
Worktime 

  

THUR June 15 Final Project Presentations   

FRI June 16 Party/Debrief  Open Studio    
 

 
 
 
 



Projects 
 

(1) Personal Journey- Use this time at Ox-bow to have a personal hair journey. Get a 
haircut. Embrace your curls. Pluck your eyebrows. Stop washing your hair. Wear a 
wig. Get a bikini wax. Grow out your body hair. Dye your hair blue. Whatever. You 
do you. Journal about it.  

 
(2) Final Project- The final project is open to broad interpretation. How can you 

introduce hair into your current practice? If hair is already a part of your work, how 
can you extend/enrich/push/complicate those existing elements? How can you involve 
the wider Ox-bow community in your hair investigation? Conduct hair interviews. 
Create musical programming around hair. Hold an event. Give haircuts. Write a 
history about a specific hair style or hair icon. What form will it take? A lecture, a 
book, a podcast, a painting, an article, a performance, a dinner? 

 
 
 


